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Trainwaves is a structured improvisation for four to eight instrumentalists, one percussionist, 
one to two laptop performers, and video projected onto the performers. The piece follows a 
simple arc, building gradually from nothing to a climax at the two-thirds mark, then unwinding to 
finish with a slightly different nothing. Performers determine the exact length of the performance. 
 
 

 
BUILDING 
 
Three environments - two aural and one visual - unfold simultaneously, interacting sometimes 
constructively, sometimes destructively, and occasionally not at all. 

 
I.  Instrument environment 

- uninflected sustained notes, columnar/parallel in nature 
- as tension builds to climax, instrumentalists gradually alter their playing along these 

four continua: 
1. Note beginnings: imperceptible     harsh 
2. Dynamics:  edge of silence      forte 
3. Note durations: very long      moderately short 
4. Entrances:    infrequent, little overlap with other instruments  

 very frequent, layering with other instruments 
-  shifts between pitch collections A and B are cued by brief, bright alterations in the 

color of the video. 
- percussion (amplified): breaking twigs, broken glass, scraping metal 
- voice can be performed live or with pre-programmed audio on a laptop 
 

II.  Radio environment 
- acts as a destructive force in the piece 
- radio broadcasts from around the world are to be collected ON THE DAY OF THE 

PERFORMANCE. it is vital that recordings are made within twenty-four hours of 
the performance. 



- the first radio outburst occurs at the one-third mark, which the video cues with the 
first flash of color. 

- the same rules for dynamics, durations and entrances used in the instrument 
environment also apply to the radio environment 

III. Video environment 
- sporadic appearances of walker in woods follow similar trajectory to radio outbursts 

and instrument entrances. appearances increase exponentially until the climax, 
after which they stop altogether. 

 
CLIMAX 
 
At the climax, all radio voices and walkers in woods stop/disappear at the same moment. 
Instrumentalists sustain whichever pitch they are playing at the moment of the climax, then 
gradually and simultaneously glissando down a whole step in a loose imitation of the Doppler 
effect. 
 
UNWINDING 
 
For the remaining third of the piece, the instrument environment alternates between collections 
A' and B' (A and B transposed down a whole step). The video environment remains without 
walkers, and the radio environment remains silent for the remainder of the piece. The instrument 
environment follows in reverse the note beginning, dynamic, note duration, and entrance 
continua of the buildup, ending in a slightly different nothing.   


